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ABSTRACT

Version incompatibility issues are rampant when reusing or repro-
ducing deep learning models and applications. Existing techniques
are limited to library dependency specifications declared in PyPI.
Therefore, these techniques cannot detect version issues due to
undocumented version constraints or issues involving hardware
drivers or OS. To address this challenge, we propose to leverage
the abundant discussions of DL version issues from Stack Overflow
to facilitate version incompatibility detection. We reformulate the
problem of knowledge extraction as a Question-Answering (QA)
problem and use a pre-trained QAmodel to extract version compati-
bility knowledge from online discussions. The extracted knowledge
is further consolidated into a weighted knowledge graph to detect
potential version incompatibilities when reusing a DL project. Our
evaluation results show that (1) our approach can accurately ex-
tract version knowledge with 84% accuracy, and (2) our approach
can accurately identify 65% of known version issues in 10 popular
DL projects with a high precision (92%), while two state-of-the-art
approaches can only detect 29% and 6% of these issues with 33%
and 17% precision respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) has been applied in various domains such as
computer vision [14], natural language processing [9], and au-
tonomous driving [23]. Developing DL applications requires a het-
erogeneous DL stack, including libraries (e.g., PyTorch, TensorFlow),
runtime (e.g., Python), drivers (e.g., CUDA, cuDNN), OS (e.g., Linux),
and hardware (e.g., Nvidia GPU). The complex inter-dependencies
between these DL stack components often result in dependency
issues that are hard to diagnose and resolve [15]. Previous studies
have shown that these issues have been identified as a major rea-
son for build failures in DL projects, which significantly stagnates
developer productivity and software reusability in DL [8, 15, 19].

Several techniques [17, 26, 33, 36, 43] have been proposed to
detect dependency issues in Python projects, which can be applied
to DL projects since most DL projects are Python-based. However,
these techniques suffer from two limitations. First, all of these tech-
niques only detect dependency issues among Python packages, with
the only exception of PyEGo [43], which can detect issues among
Python packages, some system libraries, and Python interpreters.
None of them can detect issues related to drivers, OS, and hardware.
Second, these techniques rely on dependency knowledge speci-
fied in PyPI and API documentation, which has limited coverage
of known version issues due to undocumented dependency and
version constraints.

Meanwhile, popular Q&A websites such as Stack Overflow (SO)
have accumulated a wealth of information about dependency issues
and their solutions. Compared with other information sources such
as PyPI, Q&A posts are more up-to-date and comprehensive, cov-
ering various undocumented issues developers have encountered
in practice. However, given the ambiguity and sophistication of
natural language, extracting knowledge from free-form text is chal-
lenging. For example, a SO answer [13] states that, “For TensorFlow
1.4, you can see only whl files up to python 3.6 are available. I am
guessing that you are either using 3.7 or 3.8. That is why pip install
tensorflow-gpu==1.4.0. is not working.” To successfully extract the
version knowledge, one needs to build techniques to correctlymatch
package names with their versions and infer the (in)compatibility
relationship based on the context and narrative transition across
multiple sentences.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3611643.3616364
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Figure 1: An overview of the knowledge graph construction and incompatibility detection process

To address this challenge, we propose a novel approach called
Decide, which uses a pre-trained Question-Answering (QA) model
to extract version compatibility knowledge from SO posts. Figure 1
provides an overview of Decide. Specifically, we reformulate the
knowledge extraction task as a question-answering task: given two
versioned DL stack components mentioned in a SO post, we query
a QA model to predict whether they are compatible or incompatible
based on the post. We use UnifiedQA [20] as the QA model, which
is trained on eight large-scale datasets and has demonstrated supe-
rior performance in natural language understanding. We carefully
design a set of alternative question templates based on the linguistic
patterns of sentences that discuss version issues in Stack Overflow,
as shown in Table 4. By combining predictions from several al-
ternative questions based on the loss values, Decide can achieve
more robust predictions, which is also known as self-consistency
prompting [35].

Decide further consolidates the extracted knowledge into a
weighted knowledge graph, which serves as the knowledge base for
version incompatibility detection. Specifically, given a DL project,
Decide first analyzes its configuration script as well as source code
to identify the required DL stack components and their version
constraints. Then, it extracts DL stack information from the local
machine and checks the knowledge graph for potential incom-
patibilities. Upon the detection of an incompatibility, Decide also
suggests the SO posts where the knowledge is extracted from to
help developers fix the issue.

We applied Decide to 355K SO posts that may mention ver-
sion issues in deep learning, producing a large knowledge graph
with 3,124 (in)compatibility relations among 48 popular DL stack
components across the DL development stack. A manual analysis
reveals a reasonable accuracy (84%) of the extracted knowledge.
Furthermore, we evaluated Decide on 10 popular DL projects with
17 known version issues in comparison to two state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, PyEGo [43] and WatchMan [36]. We found that Decide
can detect 65% of these issues with a high precision (92%), signif-
icantly outperforming PyEGo (33% precision and 29% recall) and
Watchman (17% precision and 6% recall). These results demonstrate
the feasibility of knowledge extraction from Stack Overflow via a
pre-trained QA model and the effectiveness of knowledge-based
version incompatibility detection.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We proposed a novel knowledge extraction paradigm that
reformulates the knowledge extraction task as a question-
answering task and implemented a knowledge extraction

Figure 2: Required dependencies for Alice to reproduce a

DL project and version incompatibilities (bold) in a local

environment

pipeline that extracts version compatibility knowledge from
SO posts using a pre-trained QA model.

• We developed a knowledge-based version incompatibility
detection approach for DL projects.

• We comprehensively evaluated the quality of the constructed
knowledge graph and compared Decide against two state-
of-the-art techniques on 10 real-world DL projects.

• We made publicly available the first large-scale knowledge
graph with 3,124 version compatibility relations, which can
be used to facilitate future research on version incompatibil-
ity detection, inference, and repair for deep learning.

Our code, data, and the resulting knowledge graph have been
made publicly available at https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Suppose Alice is a developer and she wants to reuse a TensorFlow
model for sentiment analysis from GitHub. Alice starts by installing
dependencies declared in the requirements.txt file via pip. Fig-
ure 2 shows part of the requirements.txt file. She successfully
installs TensorFlow and NumPy. However, when she is installing
SciPy, pip throws an error message that a numpy version between
1.16.5 and 1.23.0 is required for SciPy 1.7.3, but the currently

https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE
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installed numpy version is 1.24. Alice solves the problem by down-
grading the NumPy version. Yet, this is just the start of a chain of
version incompatibility issues where each of them gradually reveals
itself after the previous ones are resolved.

Alice continues to install scikit-learnwith pip. This time, pip
throws an error: “ERROR: Could not build wheels for NumPy, which
use PEP 517 and cannot be installed directly.” Alice finds this message
confusing as she does not knowwhat PEP 517 is. So she searches for
this message online, but none of the most popular answers Google
returns, such as updating pip, works. Alice then tries to search
for the error message directly on Stack Overflow (SO). With some
digging, she finds a post that suggests this error to be related to
using a Macbook with an Apple M1 chip.1 Since Apple M1 uses
the ARM architecture rather than x86, it is not compatible with the
default distributions of certain libraries such as scikit-learn [1].
According to the SO post, this issue can be solved by replacing
MacOS BLASwith openblas, an open-source implementation linear
algebra library that scikit-learn depends on and is compatible
with ARM. After installing openblas, Alice successfully installs
scikit-learn on Apple M1.

Now, the target DL project successfully compiles on Alice’s lap-
top. She starts running it to train the model but immediately gets
a runtime exception—“ModuleNotFoundError: No module named
tf.contrib.” Alice is confused since she has successfully installed all
library dependencies specified in requirements.txt. After search-
ing online, Alice found another SO post stating that tf.contrib
has been deprecated since TensorFlow 2.0 and its functionality
has been migrated to the core TensorFlow API.2 Currently, she has
TensorFlow 2.6 installed, which no longer has the tf.contrib
module. Thus, she needs to downgrade her TensorFlow version to
1.X. Compared with the previous incompatibility issue, this issue
is much harder to diagnose, since it is not explicitly declared in the
requirement.txt file nor clearly revealed in the error message.

Alice downgrades TensorFlow to 1.15 and re-starts training.
Another error occurs: “ImportError: libcublas.so.10.0: cannot open
shared object file: No such file or directory. Failed to load the native
TensorFlow runtime.” Alice has no clue what this error means, so she
searches online again. She finds yet another SO post that asks about
the same error message, but it takes her a while to read and compare
all 13 answer posts to this question.3 She learns that TensorFlow
1.15 requires CUDA 10.0, a parallel computing framework to utilize
NVIDIA GPUs. After manually checking the current CUDA version,
she finds that CUDA 10.2 is installed on her laptop. She follows the
instructions in an answer post to download CUDA 10.0 and finally
resolves the conflict. Now, with all version issues resolved, Alice
can finally run the DL project to train her model.

Instead of repeatedly searching and readingmany SO posts, Alice
can use Decide to quickly find all possible version incompatibilities
between a DL project and her local machine. Decide starts by ex-
tracting version-related knowledge from thousands of SO answer
posts and consolidates the extracted knowledge into a weighted
knowledge graph. Then, it iteratively queries the knowledge graph
to detect version incompatibilities among required DL components

1https://stackoverflow.com/questions/70178471
2https://stackoverflow.com/questions/60554127
3https://stackoverflow.com/questions/55224016

and locally installed components. Furthermore, to help Alice un-
derstand the root cause of the incompatibility and find solutions,
Decide recommends a list of SO answer posts from which the
incompatibility knowledge is extracted.

Existing techniques such as WatchMan [36] and PyEGo [43] are
limited in detecting the aforementioned dependency issues for two
reasons. First, most of the existing techniques only analyze depen-
dencies among Python packages and thus cannot find issues across
different DL layers. To the best of our knowledge, PyEGo [43] is the
only technique analyzing system libraries and Python runtime in ad-
dition to Python packages. However, it still cannot analyze drivers,
OS/containers, and hardware. Second, existing techniques mainly
rely on version information specified in PyPI metadata or API doc-
umentation, which is often incomplete or out-of-date. By contrast,
Decide acquires version compatibility knowledge from abundant
SO posts which are far more comprehensive and up-to-date. There-
fore, it can detect a diverse set of version incompatibilities across all
layers of the DL development stack (i.e., libraries, runtime, drivers,
OS/containers, and hardware). Our experiment shows that Decide
outperforms PyEGo [43] and WatchMan [36] by at least 58.4% in
precision and 35.3% in recall (Section 6.1).

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION & DEFINITIONS

Dependency management and dependency issue detection are well-
established research problems in Software Engineering (SE) [6, 7, 11,
12, 31]. Compared with conventional software, dependency issues
in Deep Learning (DL) applications are more sophisticated due to
the complex DL development stack. Thus, in this section, we first
formally define the research problem and related concepts to help
readers understand the scope of this project.

Our goal is to detect potential version compatibility issues when
reusing or deploying a DL project on a local machine. We use 𝑃
to denote a DL project to be deployed and 𝑀 to denote the local
machine where 𝑃 executes. The formal definitions are as follows:

Definition 1. (DL Stack Components): In this work, we con-
sider the version issues among components in the following five
different DL stack layers [18]: (1) Library Layer: This layer con-
tains the popular frameworks (e.g. Tensorflow, PyTorch) and other
libraries (e.g. Numpy, SciPy) that a DL application directly depends
on. (2) Runtime Layer: This contains the execution interpreters
or virtual machines of programming languages (e.g. Python inter-
preter, JVM). (3) Driver Layer : This layer includes hardware drivers
and accelerated SDKs (e.g. CUDA, cuDNN) (4) OS / Container Layer :
This includes the operating systems and other containers or virtual
environments (e.g. Anaconda, Docker). (5) Hardware Layer : This
includes the hardware and chips (e.g. CPU, GPU, TPU).

Definition 2. (Local DL Stack):We define the DL stack compo-
nents 𝐿 instsalled in the local machine 𝑀 as 𝐿 = {𝑒𝑣11 , 𝑒

𝑣2
2 , ..., 𝑒

𝑣𝑛
𝑛 },

in which 𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑖

is a DL stack component 𝑒𝑖 with version number 𝑣𝑖 .
Definition 3. (Required DL Stack): We define the DL stack

components required by the DL project 𝑃 as 𝑅 = {𝑒𝑐11 , 𝑒
𝑐2
2 , ..., 𝑒

𝑐𝑛
𝑛 }.

𝑒
𝑐𝑖
𝑖

is a DL stack component 𝑒𝑖 with a version constraint 𝑐𝑖 , where
𝑐𝑖 is expressed in a range format [𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] (𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 ).

Definition 4. (Version Incompatibility): With the basic con-
cepts defined above, we can now formulate the problem of version
incompatibility. Given a local DL stack 𝐿 and required components

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/70178471
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/60554127
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/55224016
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𝑅 in a DL project, for any pair (𝑙𝑣, 𝑟𝑐 ) where 𝑙𝑣 ∈ 𝐿, 𝑟𝑐 ∈ 𝑅, a version
incompatibility issue occurs if one of the following two conditions
is satisfied. First, if 𝑙 and 𝑟 refer to the same component, 𝑣 is not in
the range of 𝑐 . Second, if 𝑙 and 𝑟 are different, there is an implicit
dependency between 𝑟𝑚 and 𝑙𝑣 and𝑚 is not in the range of 𝑐 .

While the first condition is easy to check, the second condition is
sophisticated and challenging, since it requires identifying implicit
dependencies between DL stack components. Existing approaches
rely on program analysis or dependency graphs from PyPI or the
Python official website to identify implicit dependencies. However,
these approaches cannot handle implicit dependencies across DL
stack layers or capture undocumented dependencies. In this work,
we propose to utilize the rich information shared on Stack Over-
flow, which captures various and up-to-date version incompatibility
issues in the real world. We extract and represent such information
in a weighted knowledge graph, which is defined below.

Definition 5 (Weighted Knowledge Graph): A weighted
knowledge graph is defined as 𝐾𝐺 =< 𝑁, 𝐸 > where 𝑁 = {𝑛𝑣

𝑖
| 𝑖 ≥

0} is a set of nodes denoting the DL stack components with their
version numbers, and 𝐸 = {𝑒𝑤

𝑗
| 𝑗 ≥ 0} is a set of edges represent-

ing the compatible or incompatible relationship between two DL
stack components. Each edge is labeled with a normalized weight
𝑤 , which captures the confidence of this knowledge (detailed in
Section 4.4).

4 KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

This section presents how Decide extracts version compatibility
knowledge from SO posts to build a knowledge graph.

4.1 Data Collection and Filtering

We downloaded the Stack Exchange Data Dump [27] with 53 mil-
lion Stack Overflow posts from July 31, 2008 to September 5, 2021.
Since our purpose was to extract version compatibility knowledge
related to deep learning, we first filtered the SO data dump to find
relevant SO posts. To do this, we manually identified a set of SO
tags related to deep learning. Specifically, the first author manually
went through 798 popular SO tags (i.e., tags with more than 10K
questions) from all the 63,715 tags in Stack Overflow and created an
initial lexicon with 12 keywords related to deep learning. To get a
more accurate tag list, the first author then searched the remaining
798 SO tags and found 525 tags containing at least one of these 12
keywords. Then, he inspected all these tags and selected a final set
of 46 SO tags related to deep learning.4 We filtered the SO posts to
only retain posts tagged with at least one of the 46 tags. 4.9M posts
remained after this step.

Then, we performed another round of filtering to find SO posts
that may mention version compatibility issues. From the DL-related
posts obtained from the previous step, the first author searched
“version incompatibility” and manually inspected the first 150 posts
from the search results. Then, he summarized 22 linguistic patterns
from the sentences mentioned version issues in these 150 posts.
Table 1 shows five examples of the 22 linguistic patterns.5 We

4The complete list of tags can be found at https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/
main/DECIDE/docs/SO_tags.json
5The complete list of linguistic patterns can be found at https://github.com/KKZ20/
DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/Linguistic_patterns.txt

further filtered the DL-related SO posts with these patterns to find
SO posts that mention version issues. After this step, 549K posts
were retained.

Furthermore, to ensure the quality of the SO posts, we only kept
posts that were marked as accepted answers, as well as posts whose
vote score (i.e., upvotes minus downvotes) was above one. This
resulted in 355K posts, which formed the information source to
extract version compatibility knowledge.

To evaluate the accuracy of our data collection process, we ran-
domly sampled 384 posts from the filter results. This sample size is
statistically meaningful with a 95% confidence interval. The first
two authors independently inspected these posts and found 326 of
them indeed contained version compatibility information. The Co-
hen’s Kappa score of this evaluation is 0.85. In other words, our data
collection pipeline identified SO posts with version compatibility
knowledge with 84.9% accuracy, which is reasonable for knowledge
extraction.

4.2 DL Stack Component Recognition

During themanual inspection in the previous step, we observed that
not all paragraphs in a version-related SO post mentioned version
compatibility information. To improve the knowledge extraction
efficiency, we designed a filtering mechanism in Decide to locate
paragraphs that may mention version compatibility information.
The key insight is that version incompatibility involves twoDL stack
components and their versions. SoDecide only selected paragraphs
that mention at least two different versioned components.

In the current implementation, Decide supports the recognition
of 48 popular components across the five layers in a DL stack. These
components were manually identified by the first author from the
200 posts with the highest score (i.e., upvotes minus downvotes)
among all posts obtained from the previous step. In addition, the
first author also added synonyms or aliases for these components
to improve the accuracy of DL stack component recognition. Ta-
ble 2 shows some of the 48 components and their synonyms. 6
Currently, we only consider these popular components. One can
easily extend them by adding more components, either manually
or from an existing lexicon. Adding more components does not
induce any additional effort to adapt the following steps, since the
following steps are designed as a general process for any DL stack
components.

Based on the 48 DL stack components,Decide performs keyword
matching to identify paragraphs that mention at least two different
components. Specifically, given a SO post, Decide first removes
code snippets wrapped in <pre> tags from the post to focus on
the natural language text data. It keeps the inline code elements
wrapped in <code> tags to preserve the text flow. Then, Decide
splits the preprocessed text into paragraphs by line breaks. When
matching DL stack components, Decide performs case-insensitive
keyword matching. Furthermore, we designed three regex patterns
to identify version numbers mentioned in a paragraph. Table 3
shows the three regex patterns and some examples of matched
version numbers.

6A complete list of 48 DL stack components can be found at https://github.com/KKZ20/
DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/DL_Stack_Components.txt

https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/SO_tags.json
https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/SO_tags.json
https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/Linguistic_patterns.txt
https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/Linguistic_patterns.txt
https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/DL_Stack_Components.txt
https://github.com/KKZ20/DECIDE/blob/main/DECIDE/docs/DL_Stack_Components.txt
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Table 1: Examples of linguistic patterns to match version-related posts

Regex Pattern Matched Examples

(in)?compatible*(version(s)?|(with COMPONENT_NAME)?)
... I am using cuda 9.0 as 9.1 is not yet compatible with tensorflow’s
pre-built binary...[Post 50311325]

(do not|does not|did not|don’t|doesn’t|didn’t)?\s*
work(s|ing|ed)?\s*(with|for|together)

...tensorflow 1.13 doesn’t work with cuda 10.1 because of
the following...[Post 55028552]

(be|is|are|was|were|been)(removed|deprecated|no longer support)
(since|from|in))\sversion(s)?

...support for fftw was removed in versions of scipy >= 0.7 and
numpy >= 1.2... [Post 7597107]

(mov|(down|up)grad)(e|ed|ing)\s*(your)?\s(COMPONENT_NAME)
\s*(version)?\s*(from|to)?

...downgrade numpy version from 1.17.2 to 1.16.4 will resolve
issue with tensorflow...[Post 61817557]

(latest|new|earlier|older|previous|later|recent
|minimum|maximum)\s(version(s)?)\s(of)?

...what changed: the latest version of numpy requires python 3.5+,
hence the error message... [Post 57734033]

Table 2: Examples of the recognized DL stack components

(names after | are aliases)

Layer DL Stack Components
Library Tenforflow & tf, Numpy & np, PyTorch, scikit-learn & sklearn
Runtime Python
Driver CUDA, cuDNN
OS/Container Ubuntu, Windows, MacOS, Debian, Anaconda
Hardware Apple M1, ARM, AMD

Table 3: Version matching patterns

Regex Pattern Matched Examples
v{0,1}\d+(\.d+){1,2} 3.7, 2.4.3, v2.3, v1.13.5
v{0,1}\d+(\.\d+){0,1}(\.x){0,1} 3.x, 1.3.x, v1.x, v2.2.x
(COMPONENT)(-| |_)v{0,1}\d+ python v3, cuda-8, Windows 64

After extracting a set of DL stack components and version num-
bers in a paragraph, Decide makes the best effort to match a com-
ponent with its version. We formulate this matching problem as
a weighted stable matching problem [10]. The stable matching al-
gorithm tries to establish a one-on-one matching between each
component and each version while maximizing the depth of the
lowest common ancestor of every matched component and ver-
sion in the dependency tree of a sentence. This measurement is
more robust than the token-level distance, since we observe that
the closest version number to a component in a sentence might
refer to another component given the complex grammar structure
in natural language. Consider this example: “For your installation
of tensorflow, 10.0 version of CUDA library should be used”. Though
10.0 is closer to tensorflow, it is actually the version of CUDA.
Figure 3 shows the dependency tree of this sentence. The lowest
common ancestor of 10.0 and tensorflow is used (depth 0), while
the lowest common ancestor of 10.0 and CUDA is version (depth
1). Thus, Decide matches10.0 with CUDA. Specifically, Decide uses
Stanza [29] to perform dependency parsing.

After the matching process, if a component in the library, run-
time, driver, or OS/Container layer does not have a matched version,
it will not be considered for compatibility inference in the next stage.
Yet if a component in the hardware layer does not have a matched
version, it will still be considered for compatibility inference in the
next stage. This design choice is based on our observation that de-
velopers do not always report hardware versions when mentioning
version issues on Stack Overflow. Consider the example: “I face the
same problem on macOS 11.6.8 (BigSur) with the Apple M1 chip”.7 In

7https://stackoverflow.com/questions/73605384

tensorflow

used

10.0For your

be

of

,

CUDA

version

library

should

of

installation

obl

punct nsubj

aux
aux

nmod

case

nmod
case

nummod nmod

case compound

Figure 3: Dependency tree where the depth of the lowest

common ancestor for 10.0 and CUDA is 1 while the depth for

the lowest common ancestor for 10.0 and tensorflow is 0.
8

this sentence, macOS will be matched with 11.6.8, while Apple M1 is
a component with no version number. In the end, Decide identifies
a total of 1,700 paragraphs from 2,018 SO posts that mention at
least two different versioned components.

Overall, our matching algorithm makes the best effort to match
a DL stack component and its version. Given the ambiguity and
complexity of natural language, we cannot always guarantee the
correctness of matching. Yet, with the careful design above, we
argue that our matching algorithm works in most cases. To con-
firm this, we randomly sampled 384 SO posts from the 355K posts
from the previous step to evaluate our matching algorithm. This
sample size is statistically meaningful with a 95% confidence in-
terval. The first two authors independently checked the matching
results from each post to determine whether DL stack components
were correctly matched with their versions. Then, they compared
their analysis results and resolved any disagreements. The Cohen’s
Kappa score was 0.86. Overall, our matching algorithm achieved
a high accuracy of 87.4%. This result indicated that our matching
algorithm worked fine for most cases.

4.3 Compatibility Inference via a Pre-trained

QA Model

After recognizing two DL stack components and their versions in a
paragraph, Decide infers the compatibility relationships between
them based on the information in the paragraph. Analyzing free-
form text in SO posts is challenging due to the ambiguity in their

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/73605384
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Context: import tensorflow issue has been resolved by chang-
ing python from 32 bit to 64 bit and python version must be
3.5-3.7 because 3.8 is not compatible for installing tensorflow
through: pip install tensorflow==1.5.0.
Question: Is python 3.7 compatible with tensorflow
1.5.0?
Answer from UnifiedQA: Yes.
Context: tensorflow 1.13 doesn’t work with cuda 10.1
because of the following: “ImportError: libcublas.so.10.0:
cannot open shared object file: No such file or directory”.
tensorflow is looking for libcublas.so.10.0 whereas
cuda provides libcublas.so.10.1.0.105.
Question: Does tensorflow 1.13 work with cuda 10.1?
Answer from UnifiedQA: No.

Figure 4: QA examples for version compatibility inference

Table 4: Question templates for version knowledge extraction

Q1: Is (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) compatible with (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q2: Is (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) not compatible with (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q3: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) support (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q4: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) not support (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q5: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) require (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q6: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) not require (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
Q7: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) work with (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?
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Q8: Does (𝑒𝐴, 𝑣𝐴) not work with (𝑒𝐵, 𝑣𝐵)?

narratives as well as their sophisticated structures. Prior work that
uses linguistic patterns or rules to extract programming knowledge
falls short in reasoning the deep semantics in natural language. In
this work, we propose to reformulate this compatibility relation-
ship classification task as a Question-Answering (QA) task and then
use a pre-trained QA model to solve the task. Specifically, Decide
uses UnifiedQA [20] as the pre-trained QA model. UnifiedQA is a
large model with 3 billion parameters and it is pre-trained on eight
datasets. It has been demonstrated to understand deep semantics
in natural language and achieve state-of-the-art performance in
multiple QA benchmarks [20]. UnifiedQA takes two inputs—a ques-
tion and a context document from which the answer is extracted.
Decide uses the paragraph where two versioned components are
recognized as the context document and then asks UnifiedQA a
yes-or-no question to infer the compatibility relationship between
the two components. Figure 4 shows two QA examples from two
real SO posts—[Post 60526751] and [Post 55028552].

The selection of appropriate question prompts for QA models
has a noticeable impact on model performance [30]. Hence, we
carefully crafted eight question templates (Table 4) based on the 22
linguistic patterns identified in the post filtering procedure (Table 1).
We experimented with all eight question templates and some of
their combinations on UnifiedQA. The experiment results indicate
the best performance of UnifiedQA is achieved by combining Q1
and Q2. More details on evaluations of different question templates
can be read in Section 6.4.
8The POS tags are omitted in this dependency tree for presentation. The definition of
each edge label can be found at https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/all.html

Figure 5: Part of the resulting knowledge graph

4.4 Knowledge Consolidation

The exacted version compatibility relationships may contain re-
dundancies and inconsistencies, as the relevant information can be
presented in multiple posts. To eliminate redundancies and recon-
cile conflicts, Decide consolidates relations between the same pairs
of versioned DL stack components by calculating the confidence
weight for each relation. For a pair of versioned components, let
#𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 denote the number of posts that Decide infers a com-
patibility relationship between them, and #𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 denote the
number of posts that Decide infers an incompatible relationship
between them. We define the confidence weight of the relationship
between two versioned components as follows:

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 =
#𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 − #𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒
#𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 + #𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒

(1)

If 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 is a positive number, it implies a compatible relationship.
Otherwise, it implies an incompatible relationship. Relationships
with a neutral confidence weight (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 = 0) are discarded.

After the knowledge consolidation process, Decide produces a
knowledge graph consisting of 1,431 nodes and 3,124 edges. Each
node in the graph represents a unique versioned DL stack compo-
nent, while each edge represents an (in)compatibility relationship
between two components with a confidence weight. An illustration
of the knowledge graph is provided in Figure 5, where components
of different layers in the DL development stack are denoted by
different colors. For example, Keras 2.4.3, Tensorflow 2.2, and
SciPy 1.4 are colored red in Figure 5, since they come from the
library layer. All the relations in the knowledge graph are weighted.
In Figure 5, the relation between Python 3.8 and Tensorflow 2.2
has a confidenceweight of 0.67, indicating a compatible relationship.
This weight is calculated based on Equation 1, where 10 SO posts
mention these two library versions are compatible (#𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒)
and 2 posts mention the opposite (#𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒). This pipeline of
building the weighted knowledge graph can be adapted to extract
open-ended knowledge for different entities from future SO posts.

5 COMPATIBILITY ISSUE DETECTION

Given a DL project to reuse and a local environment, Decide per-
forms version incompatibility detection based on the knowledge

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/60526751
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/55028552
https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/all.html
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graph in three steps: (1) identifying the required DL stack from the
given DL project, (2) identifying the local DL stack from the local
environment, and (3) querying the knowledge graph to detect po-
tential version incompatibility if installing the required components
on the local environment. Each step is described below.

5.1 Required DL Stack Identification

Decide first identifies required DL stack components from the con-
figuration file and source code. As a common practice, developers
usually specify required dependencies for a project in a configu-
ration file named requirements.txt [5, 36]. Decide collects the
names and version constraints of the packages and libraries speci-
fied in requirements.txt. However, as the components listed in
requirements.txt can be incomplete, Decide further performs
static analysis to obtain the full list of Python packages used by
the project. Specifically, Decide parses all the Python files in the
project into Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) [4] and extracts package
names specified in the import statements.

5.2 Local DL Stack Identification

Following Definition 1 in Section 3, Decide collects the version
information of the components in five DL stack layers. Note that
a developer may deploy the given DL project in either a native
Python environment or a virtual environment managed by Ana-
conda [2]. Decide will first detect which environment is used by
running “echo $CONDA_PREFIX”. If this command outputs a non-
empty path of a conda environment, then it is a virtual environment.
Otherwise, it is a native environment. Depending on the local envi-
ronment, Decide will invoke different system commands to gather
the version information of the local DL stack.

We describe howDecide gathers the version information in each
layer below:
(1) Library: If the local environment is a native Python environ-

ment,Decide uses pip [3], the default Python package manager,
to gather locally installed Python packages and their versions
via “pip freeze”. Then, Decide gathers the version infor-
mation of system libraries (e.g., GCC) by directly calling cor-
responding system commands (e.g., “gcc --version”) and
parsing the outputs. In the current implementation, Decide
only extracts the version information of the popular system
libraries described in Section 4.2. If the local environment is a
virtual environment managed by Anaconda [2], Decide will
use the conda command to collect version information—“conda
list”. While pip is centered around Python packages, conda
supports the management of system libraries (e.g., gcc) and
hardware drivers (e.g., cuDNN) in addition to Python packages.
Thus, Decide can use “conda list” to gather the version in-
formation of both Python packages and system libraries in a
single command execution.

(2) Runtime: Since we focus on Python-based DL projects in this
paper, Decide gathers the runtime Python interpreter version
by invoking “python --version” and parsing the output. This
command works in both native and virtual environments.

(3) Driver: If the local environment is native, Decide will collect
the version information of hardware drivers and toolkits by
directly invoking the corresponding command for each driver

component described in Section 4.2, e.g., “nvcc -v” for runtime
CUDA versions, “nvidia-smi” for Nvidia GPU driver versions.
If the local environment is virtual, Decide will use “conda
list” to gather the version information of hardware drivers
and toolkits.

(4) OS / Container : Decide uses APIs in Python os module or the
command of each OS/Container component to gather their
version information, e.g., python os module for OS version,
“conda --version” for Anaconda version.

(5) Hardware: Decide gathers hardware information by parsing
the outputs of system commands, e.g., “uname -a” for the CPU
architecture, “nvidia-smi” for the Nvidia GPU model.

In the current implementation, we focus on 48 popular DL stack
components in the five layers. These components are described in
Section 4.2 and a complete list can be found in the Supplementary
Material. Our approach can be easily extended to collect version
information for other components by adding the corresponding
system commands as described above.

5.3 Version Incompatibility Detection

After collecting version information of required DL stack com-
ponents and local DL stack components, Decide detects version
incompatibilities in the following steps. For each required DL stack
component 𝑟𝑐𝑖

𝑖
, Decide first checks if it is installed in the local ma-

chine. If 𝑟𝑖 is locally installed with a version 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖 is in the range
𝑐𝑖 , Decide considers there is no version issue and moves on to the
next component. Otherwise, Decide reports a dependency issue
and infers the correct version of 𝑟𝑖 . To infer the correct version, De-
cide first queries the knowledge graph 𝐾𝐺 to get a set of candidate
versions 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ...𝑠𝑛} sorted in the ascending order. For each
candidate in 𝑆𝑖 , Decide check if it is compatible with each installed
component in the local DL stack by querying the knowledge graph.
Then, Decide chooses the candidate with the latest version, 𝑠𝑚
(m<=n), which is compatible with every other component in the
local stack. It then pushes 𝑟𝑠𝑚

𝑖
into a stack 𝑉 to keep track of the

installed or fixed component versions. Decide repeats the previous
steps to check all the required DL stack components. During this
process, if Decide cannot infer a component version that satisfies
the required version constraint and is compatible with all other
components in the local stack, Decide first backtracks to the previ-
ous inference step and pops up the inferred component in𝑉 . It will
then pick another version candidate of that component in 𝑆𝑖 and
continue the process. If 𝑉 is empty, then Decide reports no solu-
tion can be found. During this process, every time Decide reports
a version issue or recommends a compatible version, it also reports
the SO posts where the (in)compatibility knowledge is extracted to
help developers understand the issue or recommendation. For each
project in the evaluate benchmark (detailed in Section 6.1), Decide
is able to detect and report version issues within 1 minute without
using GPU.

6 EVALUATION

We conduct experiments to answer five research questions below:

• RQ1: How effectively can Decide detect version compatibility
issues in real DL projects?
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• RQ2: How accurate is the extracted knowledge in the resulting
knowledge graph produced by Decide?

• RQ3: How accurately can the pre-trained QA model in Decide
infer compatibility relations between versioned DL components?

• RQ4: To what extent can different question templates affect the
accuracy of the pre-trained QA model in Decide?

• RQ5: To what extent can different knowledge consolidation
strategies affect the accuracy of the resulting knowledge graph?

6.1 Version Incompatibility Detection

6.1.1 Benchmark Construction. To evaluate the performance of
Decide on real-life deep learning projects, we created a bench-
mark consisting of 10 popular DL projects from GitHub. To create
this benchmark, we first searched for deep learning projects on
GitHub that have at least 100 stars and have a requirements.txt
file. Given the search results, we randomly sampled one deep learn-
ing project at a time and manually checked whether it contains
the implementation of a deep learning model. Then, we manually
reproduced it on our local machine to check if it indeed contains
version issues. Our local machine includes a Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with
an Intel x86-64 CPU and one RTX A5000 GPU. The default Python
version is 3.6 and the native CUDA version is 11.2. We continued
this process until we found 10 projects with at least one version
issue on our local machine.

Table ?? shows the names and statistics of these 10 DL projects.
On average, these projects have 1,647 stars, 1,321 lines of code, and
1.7 version issues. Seven of them are computer vision models, two
are natural language processing models, and one is a graphical neu-
ral network. To ensure a comprehensive identification of version
incompatibility issues, we reproduced each project, ensured that
the model could run successfully without errors, and documented
all encountered version issues during the reproduction process. We
get 17 version issues from the 10 projects in total. 4 of these issues
involve components at the same level, while 13 issues involve com-
ponents between two different layers, e.g., incompatibility between
TensorFlow and CUDA. Specifically, 17 issues involve a library
component, 5 involve a runtime component, 10 involve a driver
component, 1 involves an OS/Container component, and 1 involves
a hardware component. Details of these version issues can be found
in our artifact [46].

Table 5: Benchmark project statistics

Project Name Star LOC Domain # Issue
tkipf/gcn 6,785 707 GNN 2
chonyy/AI-basketball-analysis 853 648 CV 2
fidler-lab/polyrnn-pp 732 723 CV 2
taki0112/StyleGAN-Tensorflow 212 1,625 CV 1
rishizek/tensorflow-deeplab-v3-plus 825 1,632 CV 1
cfernandezlab/CFL 101 1,457 CV 1
NVlabs/noise2noise 1,297 3,273 CV 1
localminimum/QANet 990 1,805 NLP 1
kaonashi-tyc/Rewrite 735 544 CV 5
gaussic/text-classification-cnn-rnn 3,943 802 NLP 1
AVG 1,647 1,321 / 1.7
Median 839 1,129 / 1

6.1.2 Comparison Baselines. We compare our tool against two
state-of-the-art approaches, PyEGo [43] and Watchman [36]:

• Watchman [36] extracts dependency relations between third-
party Python packages from PyPI documentation and uses the
extracted dependency relations to detect dependency conflicts of
installed packages in a Python project. We used the public web
interface of WatchMan from its official website [37] for evalu-
ation. This web interface takes a text file of installed packages
as input and outputs potential dependency issues among the
packages. To couple with this input format, for each DL project
in the benchmark, we listed all locally installed packages and
their versions, as well as any missing package and its version
constraint specified in requirements.txt, in a text file and up-
loaded it to the web interface of Watchman. The version issues
reported by Watchman will be used to compare with the ground
truth.

• PyEGo [43] extracts dependency relations between Python pack-
ages, Python interpreters, and system libraries based on PyPI doc-
umentation, Python documentation, etc.Given a Python project,
it uses the extracted knowledge to infer the latest compatible ver-
sions of required dependencies for the project based on the source
code. We used the PyEGo implementation from its GitHub repos-
itory [44] for evaluation. Given a DL project, we used PyEGo
to infer a set of compatible versions for the required DL com-
ponents. Then, we compared the inferred versions of required
components with the versions of locally installed components to
detect version issues.

6.1.3 Evaluation Results. Table 6 shows the precison, recall, and F1
score of Decide, Watchman, and PyEGo. Overall, Decide achieves
91.7% precision and 64.7% recall, significantly outperformingWatch-
man and PyEgo. The success of Decide can be attributed to two
factors. First, Decide is capable of detecting version issues across
all five layers in a DL stack, while PyEGo and Watchman can de-
tect version issues in at most two layers (i.e., library and runtime).
For example, an issue is caused by the incompatibility Tensorflow
1.7.3 and Cuda 11.2, which involved the library layer and the
driver layer. However, both Watchman and PyEGo do not contain
version knowledge related to hardware drivers in their knowledge
base, so they ignore this issue or report the latest library version
that is compatible with other third-party libraries and the Python
runtime version. In our benchmark, a majority of version issues
involve the driver, OS/Container, and hardware layers. Figure 6
shows the number of version issues detected by Decide, Watch-
man, and PyEgo on different DL stack layers. Second, Decide relies
on version compatibility knowledge extracted from thousands of
SO posts, which is more comprehensive and up-to-date than the
information sources of PyEGo and Watchman.

Table 6: Accuracy of version incompatibility detection

Precision Recall F1 score
Watchman [36] 16.7% 5.9% 8.7%
PyEGo [43] 33.3% 29.4% 31.2%
Decide 91.7% 64.7% 75.9%

https://github.com/tkipf/gcn
https://github.com/chonyy/AI-basketball-analysis
https://github.com/fidler-lab/polyrnn-pp
https://github.com/taki0112/StyleGAN-Tensorflow
https://github.com/rishizek/tensorflow-deeplab-v3-plus
https://github.com/cfernandezlab/CFL
https://github.com/NVlabs/noise2noise
https://github.com/localminimum/QANet
https://github.com/kaonashi-tyc/Rewrite
https://github.com/gaussic/text-classification-cnn-rnn
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Figure 6: The number of version issues detected by Decide,

PyEGo [43], and Watchman [36] on different DL stack layers

6.2 Knowledge Graph Quality

To evaluate the accuracy of the extracted knowledge in the knowl-
edge graph produced by Decide, we randomly sampled 343 version
(in)compatibility relations from 3,124 relations in the knowledge
graph. This sample size is statistically meaningful with a 95% con-
fidence interval. For each relation, the first two authors indepen-
dently verified whether the relation is true by searching online.
Then, they compared their verification results and resolved any
disagreement. The Cohen’s Kappa score was 0.89. Overall, 287 of
the 343 relations are verified to be correct, indicating a high ac-
curacy (83.7%). There are three reasons for the inaccuracy. First,
64% of the incorrect relations were due to the mismatch between
a component name and a version number. 27% were due to incor-
rect predictions from UnifiedQA. 9% were due to incorrect version
knowledge shared in the original SO post.

6.3 Pre-trained QA Model Performance

When constructing the knowledge graph, UnifiedQA received a
total of 5,532 queries (i.e., a question and a paragraph from SO) to
predict compatibility relations between two DL components. Thus,
to evaluate the accuracy of UnifiedQA, we randomly sampled 360
of the 5,532 queries. This sample size is statistically significant with
a 95% confidence interval. The first two authors independently
validated each query result and discussed any disagreements. The
Cohen’s Kappa score for this step was 0.86. We found that Uni-
fiedQA achieved 84.2% precision and 91.3% recall on these 360
queries. There are three reasons for incorrect predictions. First, 12%
of the incorrect predictions were because UnifiedQAmisunderstood
the question. Second, for 53% of the incorrect predictions, the two
DL components were just mentioned in the given paragraph and
did not have dependency relationships. Thus, there is no version
knowledge to extract, but UnifiedQA still predicts a relation. Finally,
35% of the incorrect predictions were due to a mismatch of com-
ponents and their versions in the query. This is more of an error
propagated from the previous DL component recognition step.

6.4 Question Template Design

Question prompt design is a classic problem when applying pre-
trained QAmodels to downstream tasks [30]. In this experiment, we
designed 8 question templates, as shown in Table 4. We measured
the precision and recall of each template on the same sample of 360
relations as in Section 6.3. Table 7 shows the model accuracy when

using different question templates to extract version compatibility
knowledge. Among eight question templates, Q7 (i.e., “Does A work
with B?” ) achieves the best performance.

Table 7: QA model accuracy of different question templates

Question Precision Recall Question Precision Recall
Q1 82.2% 89.2% Q5 79.2% 85.8%
Q2 69.7% 75.6% Q6 54.4% 59.0%
Q3 82.2% 89.2% Q7 83.6% 90.7%

Q4 72.8% 78.9% Q8 60.6% 65.7%

Previous work has attempted to ask alternative questions to a
QA model and ensemble the answers to improve the robustness
and consistency of the QA model [30]. Inspired by this, we also ex-
perimented with three different combination strategies to check if
they indeed improve the model accuracy in our approach. The first
combination strategy is to combine two questions with opposite
phrases (e.g., “Is A compatible with B?” and “Is A not compatible with
B?” ). The second combination strategy is to combine all question
templates with positive phrases (Q1+Q3+Q5+Q7) and all templates
with negative phrases (Q2+Q4+Q6+Q8). The third combination
strategy is to simply combine all eight question templates. Given a
combination of question templates, Decide will generate a corre-
sponding set of questions and retrieve multiple answers from the
UnifiedQA. For each question template, the UnifiedQA forwards
the question together with the context and gets a cross-entropy loss
value that measures how confident the model is about the answer.
Then, it selects the one with the lowest loss value as the final answer,
following the ensemble method in the previous work [30]. Table 8
shows the model accuracy when using different combinations of
question templates. We found that combining multiple questions
does not always lead to better performance compared with using
a single question. For example, when combining questions with
all positive phrases together (Q1+Q3+Q5+Q7), the precision and
recall become worse compared with using Q7 alone. Among all
combinations, combining Q1 and Q2 achieves the best performance
(84.2% precision and 91.3% recall), while the improvement over the
best individual template (Q7) is marginal.

Table 8: Accuracy of combined question templates

Question Precision Recall Question Precision Recall
Q1 + Q2 84.2% 91.3% Q5 + Q6 70.8% 76.8%
Q3 + Q4 82.2% 89.2% Q7 + Q8 82.8% 89.8%
Q1, 3, 5, 7 82.5% 89.5% Q2, 4, 6, 8 69.7% 75.6%
Q1-8 82.2% 89.2%

6.5 Knowledge Consolidation Design

The knowledge consolidation module of Decide aims to eliminate
redundancies and reconcile conflicts in the prediction results of
the QA model. We tried three different knowledge consolidation
strategies: (1) majority vote (i.e., select the relation predicted by the
majority of posts); (2) weightedmajority vote (i.e., select the relation
predicted from the SO posts whose total SO score is the highest);
(3) vote by loss (i.e., select the predicted relation with the lowest
loss value). In the resulting knowledge graph, 558 (in)compatibility
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relations were consolidated from multiple predicted relations. Thus,
we randomly sampled 228 of the 558 relations and retrieved the
original predictions from UnifiedQA. The sample size is statistically
significant at a confidence interval of 95%. Then, we evaluated the
three strategies on this sample and compared the consolidation
results to the ground truths, which were manually validated by the
first author. Note that to fully evaluate the knowledge consolidation
strategies, we excluded 25 incorrect relations that were caused by
the mismatch between component names and versions. The results
showed that the majority vote strategy achieves the best accuracy,
95.1%, followed by voting by loss (93.6%) and weighted majority
vote (91.6%). Yet the accuracy variance among these three strategies
is small. This result implies that, unlike question template design,
knowledge consolidation does not have a significant influence over
the knowledge extraction pipeline.

7 DISCUSSION

Our experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of leveraging
the rich version knowledge shared on Stack Overflow to detect
version incompatibility issues in deep learning. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the feasibility of leveraging pre-trained QA models
to extract version compatibility knowledge from online discus-
sions. This is significant since given the superior performance of
pre-trained large models on text data, our approach can more accu-
rately reason about the deep semantics in natural language narra-
tives compared with rule-based systems. Our experiment results
also demonstrate that, with careful prompt design, using the pre-
trainedQAmodel without finetuning can already reach a reasonable
accuracy—84.2% precision and 91.3% recall as shown in Section 6.3.

In this work, we proposed a pipeline for generating a large-
scale and high-quality knowledge graph, which is easily extensible
with more SO posts. For now, Decide only builds the knowledge
graph from SO posts concerning DL projects’ version issues. Future
researchers can extend this knowledge graph and apply it to other
tasks by adding more diverse SO posts, such as detecting version
issues in Java projects by extending the knowledge graph with SO
posts concerning Java ecosystem.
Comparison to ChatGPT. Given the recent advances in Large
Language Models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT, one alternative solu-
tion is to directly ask LLMs whether two versioned libraries are
compatible or not. We investigated this by prompting ChatGPT
(GPT 3.5) with the template “is [Lib A] compatible [Lib B]?”.
Specifically, we tested ChatGPT on all 17 pairs of incompatible DL
components from our benchmark, as well as 290 randomly sam-
pled pairs of compatible components. We found out that ChatGPT
correctly predicted 12 incompatible relations and 211 compatible
relations. While ChatGPT achieves a decent recall (70.5%) on the
benchmark, it achieves a much lower precision (72.6%) compared to
our tool (91.7%). This finding suggests that ChatGPT indeed obtains
some DL compatibility knowledge. However, ChatGPT may still
generate hallucinated knowledge, which prevents it from accurately
identifying version issues in DL projects.
Threats to validity. In terms of internal validity, one threat is the
small benchmark used to evaluate Decide. So far, this benchmark
contains only 10 DL projects from GitHub. While these projects are
popular projects (at least 100 stars) from 3 different DL domains,

our experiment can still benefit from a larger benchmark with more
domains. In the future, the authors will expand the current bench-
mark to include more DL projects. Furthermore, given the large
number of processed SO posts, we cannot manually validate each
one of them to evaluate the accuracy of our knowledge extraction
pipeline. Thus, we inspected random samples, which may lead to
imprecise estimation. We mitigate this threat by using a statistically
significant sample size at the 95% confidence interval.

In terms of external validity, the current implementation of De-
cide only supports 48 popular DL stack components. While Decide
has been demonstrated to effectively extract version knowledge
of these popular components, it may not be able to extract useful
knowledge for DL components that are rarely discussed on Stack
Overflow, which diminishes its effectiveness for version compati-
bility detection for those components.

In terms of construct validity, we cannot guarantee the DL stack
component recognition algorithm always correctly assigns the ver-
sion numbers to the intended component. Consider the example:
“Answer v2.0: Try to install tensorflow 1.15 on your Python.” Since
the current implementation of Decide is designed to match as
many component-version pairs as possible, v2.0will be incorrectly
matched with Python, although it only indicates we are reading
the second edition of this answer.
Future work. There are several interesting future directions to
explore for this problem. First, Decide currently only extracts
knowledge from SO posts. Other types of documents, such as PyPI
documentation and GitHub issue pages, also contain knowledge rel-
evant to library versions. Thus, it is worthwhile extending Decide
to extract knowledge from other types of online documents. Specif-
ically, the knowledge consolidation process needs to be redesigned
to merge knowledge extracted from different types of documents
while accounting for their credibility, recency, and popularity.

Second, Decide can only detect version incompatibilities with-
out automatically repairing the version issues in DL projects. How-
ever, the knowledge graph generated from SO discussions contains
knowledge of compatible relations between DL components. In the
future, we plan to investigate effective repair strategies based on
the knowledge graph.

Finally, although the pre-trained QA model in Decide can ex-
tract version knowledge with reasonable accuracy (84.2% precision
and 91.3% recall), its accuracy could be further improved with fine-
tuning. In the future, we plan to fine-tune UnifiedQA by creating a
large set of SO posts labeled version compatibility relationships. Al-
ternatively, we can also substitute UnifiedQA with stronger LLMs,
such as ChatGPT, to extract version knowledge from SO posts.
Recent work has demonstrated that ChatGPT achieves good per-
formance in knowledge extraction [21, 41]. Therefore, we believe
it is a promising direction to improve Decide performance by sub-
stituting UnifiedQA with ChatGPT.

8 RELATEDWORK

8.1 Version Incompatibility Detection

There is a large body of literature on version incompatibility de-
tection [16, 17, 26, 28, 33, 36, 38, 39, 43]. Those most related to our
work are techniques designed for the Python ecosystem [33, 36, 43].
Wang et al. [36] proposed WatchMan, which collects the metadata
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of each PyPI project and constructs a knowledge base. It generates
and traverses a dependency graph to look for version incompatibili-
ties among a given list of third-party Python packages. Ye et al. [43]
proposed PyEGo, which automatically infers the latest compatible
versions for required dependencies in Python projects. They con-
structed a knowledge graph that stores relations and constraints
among third-party Python packages, the Python interpreter, and
system libraries. The knowledge is collected from official documents
such as PyPI and Python official website. SnifferDog [33] constructs
an API bank that maps APIs to different versions of Python pack-
ages. With this bank, SnifferDog infers required package versions
for Jupyter notebooks from API usage. Since these techniques only
extract dependency relations from official documents such as PyPI
metadata, they cannot detect errors in the driver, OS/container, and
hardware layer in a DL stack. By contrast,Decide uses a pre-trained
QA model to extract version knowledge from online discussions,
which are more comprehensive and up-to-date.

There are also some version incompatibility detection approaches
for other ecosystems such as Java and JavaScript [16, 28, 40]. Patra
et al. [28] proposed ConflictJS, which detects conflicts in JavaScript
libraries by identifying libraries that write to the same global mem-
ory location. He et al. [16] proposed IctApiFinder, which uses an
integer-procedural data flow analysis framework to identify in-
compatible API usages in Android applications. However, these
techniques cannot be applied to Python-based DL projects due to
the language difference.

8.2 Knowledge Extraction from SE Documents

Several approaches have been proposed to extract API knowl-
edge or insightful sentences from API documents and SO discus-
sions [22, 24, 25, 32, 34, 42, 45]. Some of them perform knowledge
extraction with rule-based pattern matching [22, 24]. For example,
Li et al. [22] developed a set of linguistic patterns to extract ten
types of API usage sentence-level caveats from SO posts. Recently,
more techniques have sought to improve their flexibility in process-
ing SE documents via neural networks. For example, Liu et al. [25]
trained a feed-forward neural network to classify descriptive sen-
tences of APIs from API documentation. Similarly, DeepTip [34]
uses a CNN model to extract sentence-level API usage tips from SO
posts with a trained CNN model. Compared with previous work,
our approach performs a more fine-grained knowledge extraction
that requires a delicate recognition of DL components followed by
inference of their relationship, rather than classifying sentences.
Furthermore, previous neural approaches need to acquire a large
labeled dataset first and train a model from the scratch. However,
our approach makes use of a pre-trained QA model and demon-
strates the feasibility of achieving a reasonable accuracy without
finetuning through careful question template design.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Decide, a knowledge-based version incompati-
bility detection approach for deep learning projects. The key insight
is to leverage the abundant version compatibility knowledge from
Stack Overflow to facilitate the detection of version incompatibili-
ties. Specifically, Decide uses a pre-trained Question-Answering
(QA) model to extract version compatibility knowledge from the

free-form text in online discussions. Compared with existing rule-
based knowledge extraction systems, utilizing a pre-trained QA
model empowers Decide to reason about the deep semantics in nat-
ural language without the need of acquiring domain-specific data to
train a model from scratch. The evaluation results demonstrate that
our approach can extract version knowledge with 84% accuracy and
can accurately identify 65% of known version issues in 10 popular
DL projects with a 92% precision, significantly outperforming two
state-of-the-art approaches.
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